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 Background: The term shear zone is generally used for areas with a strain higher than 

the surrounding rock. These areas are found in either Planer or Non-planer which 
formed both conjugated and single shear zones. Objective: The research aims were to 

determine in the exact boundaries of the Izeh and Dezful shear zones, Geometry of 

them, angle (2) between these two shear zones, widths zones shearing, degree of 
overlap between them and type of shearing in addition to its stresses cause deformation 

phases. Results: Tectonic and Seismotectonic studies of the province faults show that 

the transformed region is under a pressure with north–north east trend. This trend is 
along strike slip faults and is almost parallel. The convergence towards north reveal 

right-lateral strike-slip movements occurred throughout Izeh shear zone (with N-S 

trend) while left-lateral strike-slip movements occurred all over the Dezful shear zone 
(with W-E trend). Conclusion: Izeh and Dezful shear zones manifest a brittle behavior 

based on their location in folded Zagros. Izeh shear zone is a right lateral one and its 

west and east borders are 28 to 30 kilometers wide. The new shear zone introduced here 
as east – west zone is located in north of Dezful embayment. It is a left lateral shear 

zone which is 180 to 190 kilometers long and almost 45 kilometers wide. Izeh and 

Dezful shear zones have collided in a very small region. Kamestan anticline is the 
collision spot. The consequences of the collision which is actually a mingle of north – 

south elements belonging to Izeh shear zone and east – west elements of Dezful shear 

zone can be seen in the spot. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 This article seeks to study two shear zones named as Izeh shear zone and Dezful shear zone. Izeh shear 

zone was basically introduced as a northern – southern shear zone. For the very first time eastern – western 

shear zone is named as Dezful shear zone in this study. These structures exist in brittle shear zones. Early in the 

last century, various tectenostratigrafic studies have been conducted on the Izeh shear zone [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 

9]. Izeh shear zone manifests brittle behavior and features regarding its location in folded Zagros. Following the 

field studies, maps, and satellite images, a new shear zone with an eastern – western trend has been recognized 

for the very first time. This is known as Dezful shear zone since Dezful city is located in its center. It is located 

in Dezful Embayment. It is left–lateral and its eastern edge spreading to east south has overlapped with North 

West extreme of Izeh shear zone. There are brittle shear zones‟ double reactions in the overlap which manifest 

both north – south features (pertaining to Izeh shear zone) and east – west features (pertaining to Dezful shear 

zone). The studied region covers Khuzestan province from north to east and east south in south west of Iran (fig 

1). 

 

Tectonic framework: 

 Zagros Mountains are a result of continental – continental collision which is actually a convergence towards 

north Arabi plate and south of Eurasia [5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] called Iran block [5, 15, 16]. Orogeny started 

following Neo – tethyan subsidence [11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] towards north and 

continental edges of these plates reaching the region. Zagros Mountains spreads around 2000 kilometers from 
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east Taurus mountains in Turkey [4, 27] and northern Iraq to west of Himalaya in Pakistan. The convergence of 

Eurasia and Arabi plates are in a way that Zagros Mountains manifest western north and eastern south trend [3] 

(fig 1) as a result of their detachment folding and competent group of stones in uplands with incompetent groups 

[3, 4, 14, 28, 29, 30]. Eastern north border of Zagros orogeny is actually a point of disagreement between 

geologists. Some regard it Sanandaj–Sirjan [31, 32, 33, 34] while others think it is based on Uremiah–Dokhtar 

Magmatic Arc [35, 36]. There are also some other geologists who think Zagros (its sedimentary part in 

particular) spreads from its Main Thrust Fault towards the west based on the surface studies without considering 

geodynamic processes. If its formation is studied based on geodynamic processes in a form of orogenic process, 

Sanandaj–Sirjan, Uremiah–Dokhtar and Zagros sedimentary region can all be put in a system called „‟ Zagros 

clashing orogeny‟‟. There are different Zagros divisions published which are separable based on colliding zones 

stretching from east to west including Uremiah–Dokhtar Magmatic Arc, Sanandaj–Sirjan active margin, Suture 

Zone and passive Arabi margin patterns [14, 37, 38]. You can refer to a comprehensive article on Zagros 

tectonic history written by Agard (2011) and Verjes, et al (2011). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Topography of the main faults and folding in the region. The main faults and folding show a north west –  

south east trend. East – west strike slip faults (in Dezful shear zone) and north – south (in Izeh shear  

zone) are also in the image. Izeh shear zone (colored gray) with a north – south trend is divided into four  

parts based on Safari and Chitsazan (2005). The width is different from what they depicted. These  

pieces have a step like dislocation towards each other. There is an axis folding deviance on strike slip  

faults' borders (northern – southern). The diversity of lineation and trends on the surface is indicative of  

stone faults recurrence. In other words, P, R, R, D, and X fractures are developed in response to the  

regional movements. 

 

 What geologist call as Zagros zone covers the lands between Zagros Main Thrust Fault in the east and far 

western plains in Khuzestan which are aligned with Arabi plate north east edge and neo – tethyan passive 

margin [16, 39, 40]. 

 

Shear zones: 

 Davis and Reynolds (1996) believe breccia, fractures, faults and gouges all manifest a brittle zone (fig 2) 

[41]. The tensions system in the shear zones react in a way that allows for more alignment with strike slip faults 

compared to stress system. In other words, the stress structure is like strike slip faults in brittle shear zones. All 
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the structures related to normal and revers faults and folding are expected from this stress system. 

Aforementioned structures are regarded as a part of brittle shear zones. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Fractures and shears are indicative of a brittle shear zone. The image is taken from Izeh shear zone. The  

rose diagram on the photo is indicative of the maximum stress (1) with a north east – south west  

direction. 

 

 Khuzestan dominant faults (in the studied regions in particular) are of thrust types with reverse dip slip 

feature. There are traces of strike slip features on their surface. These faults have a western north – eastern south 

trend (fig 1) with a slope towards north east [3, 42]. This is a result of Arabi plate subsidence towards north {12, 

13] which is located in southern plate of Eurasia. Quakes reveal that their slope is towards north east [3, 4, 42, 

43]. Their behavior causes the most metamorphosis which leads to drift on the Asmari formation in the western 

Izeh border. This moves Gachsaran formation towards older formations in south west of Dezful. Besides the 

thrust faults, there are strike slip faults which are under the influence of basement faults in Khuzestan province. 

These faults have north – south [3, 4] and east – west [9] trend (fig 1). 

 With the development of folds and thrusts in frontal Zagros orogeny, the young movements of shear – wide 

faults have a strike slip structure. This shear zone cuts Zagros main trend and causes structural complexities in 

the region. Following Berberian‟s viewpoint (1995), transversal strike slip faults turn and cut folds and thrust 

faults. On the other hand it controls fault formation and Zagros earthquakes magnitude. These faults are narrow 

zones with a short topography which are located in mountainous blocks [44]. Aeromagnetic data, regional 

stratigraphic and current earthquakes reveal Zagros basement is Non-flat and multiple faults which determine 

the border of tectonic units have influence on its different regions [45, 46].  

 The amount of rotation on brittle shear zones, displacements, and formed structures all along the shear 

zones is a faction of maximum imposed stress and stones resistance. Since strike slip faults are regarded as a 

sample of brittle shear zones, the maximum imposed stress or 1 is determined horizontally.  

 Development fractures in brittle shear zones to form a conjugate fracture system and the most maximum 

stress (1) is horizontal and leaves conjugate fractures in acute angles (fig 3). 

 Folding is another feature of shear zones. This type of folding should be aligned with the maximum stress. 

If the stress field is considered to be fixed, there is a set of steady folding which is vertically aligned with the 

main stress. This type of folding is unlimited regarding its length. There is a turning effect with a predictable 

direction if the main stress direction is leaning on the regional structures. This is an en-echelon pattern which is 

right or left lateral based on the angle between the stress direction and region structure (fig 4). 

 Central Zagros is divided into high Zagros, Izeh and Dezful shear zones from north east to south west [5, 9]. 
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Fig. 3: The formed shear joints in Dezful shear zone. Brittle shear zones necessitate the formation of crossing  

joints in which oblique angle bisection shows the maximum stress. The maximum stress component (1)  

in east – west direction is seen. (View angle: North West, position: N32 18 31, E48 46 47) 

 

  

Izeh shear zone: 

 Sepehr (2001) reported active structures at the time of this study and introduced them as Izeh–Kazeroun 

shear zone based on the sudden thickness changes all through Jurassic and Cretaceous in the region [2]. These 

shear zones act as a depositional system and transition zone throughout Fars and Lorestan in Jurassic and 

Cretaceous and controls the distribution of kazhdumi to some extent [3]. This process continued along other 

fault (transition) zones like Izeh, Kazeroun, and Balarood till the end of Cretaceous and its sedimentation and 

subsidence affected Dezful embayment [3, 4, 9]. In other words, the north west – east south trend of the 

province mountainous region separated Khuzestan plain from high areas just like a long wall (fig 5). This part is 

known as folded Zagros. It dates back to Precambrian and Holocene (fig 4). It is composed of multiple 

anticlines and synclines covering a significant proportion of Iran geological structures. Safari and Chitsazan 

(2005) recognized and delineated Izeh fault zones. They divided it into main fault parts including Pabdeh 

Mountain, Andika, Baghmalek, and Seydoun (fig 2 and 3). Although the way he divided these parts actually 

differed what he claimed in the research. 

 Zagros orogeny belt has a variety of structures with different shape and size. The degree of deformation 

(folding/faulting) decreases from north east to west south (fig 5) [46]. The diversity of lineaments (fig 1) with its 

different surface trends reveals that the basement faults have shown activity again [4, 27, 31, 44, 46, 47, 48, 49, 

50, 51, 52, 53]. 

 Zagros simply folded belt have been cut by multiple strike slip faults including Balarood, Izeh, and 

Kazeroun [8, 54]. Regarding the nature of these faults, they do not develop in a straight line and show parallel 

faults with step - over dislocations (fig 1 and 4). They cause restraining (anticlines with axis and strain veering, 

heavily faulted regions, fractured or upward faults, and river veering) and releasing (local ponds, and axis fold 

separation). 

 Izeh shear zone is right lateral and its eastern - western border is 28 to 30 kilometers wide (fig 4). Western 

boundary of Izeh shear zone forms of fault zone Izeh which is located in the east of Dezful embayment. Izeh 

fault zone is a right lateral and strike slip fault which is 200 kilometers long, 10 to 12 kilometers wide and with a 

N160 – 170 approximate trend. It stretches from north west (Kamestan Anticline) to east south of Ramhormoz. 

GIS observations confirm that Izeh fault movement has caused many changes in geological features of central 

Zagros. The traces of its deformations are actually in form of stretches, folding axis‟ right lateral turns, 

detachments and dislocations. According to Safari (2009), pull-apart basins, syncline up landing and en echelon 
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folding are also seen (fig 2 and 3). Some evidence also confirmed that this fault was active during young alpine 

phases. The eastern border of Izeh shear zone was first called „‟Seydoun fault zone‟‟. It is almost akin to its 

western counterpart which is 10 to 12 kilometers wide. This border is a strike slip fault zone which is right 

lateral and is 200 – 220 kilometers long. Its approximate trend is N160 – 170. It stretches from Kamestan 

anticline in north east and covers 50 kilometers towards north of Behbehan (fig 4). Morphotechnic studies reveal 

that Seydoun strike slip fault zone caused some Asmari structures (Felash anticlines, Kouh-sefid, and 

Bangestan) to stretch in a right lateral direction and get a northern – southern form (fig 4). 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Geological map of the region and seismography in south west of Iran. The folding is formed in response  

to the imposed stress from Arabia plate in north west – south east direction. The right lateral folding  

pattern can be seen and is a consequence of actions between Arabia and Iran plates. Izeh shear zone  

(pieces with north – south trend) is right lateral. Following actions of western – eastern borders of Izeh  

shear zone, the folding axis of some anticlines are indicative of a right lateral dislocation. The regions  

under the restraining including Asmari anticline moving upland and deviation of Andakan thrust fault  

extreme should be examined too. Dezful east – west shear zone is divided into three main parts in which  

the traces of left lateral movements can be seen. As it is obvious in the image, most earthquakes are  

located on the fault step like borders separating regional morphotechnic structures in both Izeh and  

Dezful shear zones. 

 

 Movements of Izeh strike lip shear zone have affected orientation pattern and the fracture magnitude in 

geologic units. Structural analysis of fractures in different regions reveals that some cracks are possibly caused 

by shearing system which is a consequence of right lateral movements of Izeh and Seydoun fault zones. Some 

have an eastern – western trend (fig 1). GIS studies indicate multiple main fractures are along with several 

subsidiary cracks (fig 1). As it is obvious, the orientation pattern of fracture trends along Izeh shear zone is 

different from conventional crack pattern in Zagros anticlines (longitudinal fractures parallel with the axis and 

latitudinal fractures leaning on anticline axis). Most of this shear zone especially near its northern head other 

trends (northern, southern, eastern, western, and NNW – SSE) are seen in addition to longitudinal fractures 

(north west – east south trend) and (north east – south west trend). In other words there are north – south cracks 

(D, R) and east – west (X) are created in response to the regional movements in addition to longitudinal (P) and 

latitudinal (R). In simple words, all the existing cracks are shaped as a consequence of the maximum stress 

imposed from south west. It should be said that aforementioned phenomena indicate those regions which are 

under restraining and releasing. Based on the structural evidence related to the regions under restraining, one 

mention Asmari anticlines are moving upwards (fig 4, 5, and 6) and the trend in Andekan fault (Andika) is also 

changing (fig 4). In other words Andekan fault has a north west – south east trend. It has a vertical trend leaning 

on the mentioned trend in its south east border because it is located in a transpertion region. This manifests a 
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north – east – south west orientation. Similarly, Asmari Mountains are protruding towards Oligo-Miocene age in 

younger structures. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: The geo-reference image from Izeh and Dezful where the deformation magnitude decreases from north  

east to south west. The geological traces are akin to figure 3. Asmari anticline is moving upland here. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Protruding of Asmari Mountains which is outcropped amongst its younger formations. 

 

 Faults and cracks have a significant role in directing and infiltrating the water flow, causing secondary 

porosity, karst ways, streams and other geomorphologic phenomena. River basin of Izeh plain with its 

significant lime coverage has a close association with streams outcrop  position and its distance from cracks 

which allows a nice alignment with streams locations and cracks frequency. GIS and Hydrological studies on 

Mediterranean karst  streams have revealed that karst views (streams and caves) have located in first fractures 
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spot and along with lineation [55]. According to factors mentioned, regional tectonic movements have caused 

smashing, joints, and deep fractures in the lime structures. Rose diagram (fig 1) is a suitable graph to show 

faults and cracks direction. Altitudinal (tractive) fractures exist in the region. Since they are caused by traction, 

they have more cracks compared to longitudinal ones (fig 7). 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: Latitudinal or strain fractures in Izeh shear zone revealing more spreading out compared to longitudinal  

ones. The maximum stress component (1) is in east – west direction. (View angle: North east: Position:  

E49 11 52, N31 20 55). 

 

Dezful shear zone: 

 Dezful embayment is a structural entity in western south of Zagros. It contains the most of the country oil 

fields, since Asmari Miocene – Oligocene limestone is covered by Gachsaran Miocene evaporate (fig 4 and 8). 

It was recognized for the very first time by Grunau (1960). Geological studies show it is a separate structural 

unit located between three important structural units. From north it leads to a flexure called Balarood with 

eastern – western direction. Its north east border leads to another flexure, a Mountain Front Flexure sector 

(MFF) with north west – south east direction. Its east – south west leads to a complex flexure and fault along 

north – south line of Kazeroun fault. These huge faults control sedimentation in this embayment [56]. Agajari 

vertical drop during Miocene – Pliocene is more than 3 kilometers in the area [9]. This embayment structure 

with its sharp slope and Neogen deposit thickness shows the possibility of fault formation (graben) or flexure 

(fig 8) [57].  

 Dezful embayment can be thought of an Arabic shield continuation which is a result of the collision 

between Central Iran and Arabia plates in south west of Iran. According to left lateral movement of Balarood 

flexure and right lateral movement of Kazeroun fault and also the existing folding in the mountainous flexure it 

seems Dezful embayment is more stable compared to adjacent areas regarding orogeny. Regional structures 

have been pushed forward on embayment edges (fig 8). Most geologists, Van OS (1965) in particular, believed 

folding in Dezful embayment is much less than Lorestan and Fars. The amount of deformation decreases from 

north east to south west (fig 5). Shattering and the performance of the protruded faults are more evident in north 

east parts and folding have lost their shape and turned into kink anticlines. Anticlines are simpler and have 

tubular cuts towards south west. Some anticlines have become less stiff. In northern Dezful embayment some 

east – west linear structures are seen which can be attributed to strike slip and deep basement faults acting 

during Late Cretaceous [52]. 
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Fig. 8: Geo-reference map of a sudden decline in نئوزن deposits in Dezful shear zone under the influence of  

three events of upriver, mountain curve, and Kazeroun fault (not in the photo). The altitude variance in  

Dezful embayment is shown based on given color patterns. The signs are similar to figure 3. 

 

 Surface stratigraphy of the outcrop stones in Dezful embayment (ON WEST BLOCK OF Izeh shear zone) 

includes Sarvak, Gurpi, Pabdeh, Asmari, and Gachsaran formations. Surface stratigraphy of Izeh shear zone 

(EAST BLOCK OF Izeh fault zone) holds Asmari, Gachsaran, Mishan (including Gouri sector), Aghajari 

(Lahbari sector) and Bakhtiari formations (fig 4 and 8) [9].In the Dezful embayment, Miocene–Gachsaran 

formations is regarded as the main incompetent separating region. Its thickness variations are rapidly increasing 

from several hundreds to 2000 meters. Faults, folding, diaprism after deposition and syntectonic events are the 

main reasons. These formations contain salt in their bases covered by Marl, andesite, and thin carbonated layers 

[5]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9: Geo-reference image of structural traces resulting from a pattern change in folding axis of Balarood,  

Esfandyar, Gurpi, Mahal-bakh, and Kino. They are all under the influence of the north border of Dezful  

shear zone revealing as left lateral movements (Land set image from Google Earth) 
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 Most earthquakes in the region have a reverse or thrust fault with a sharp slope (40 to 50 degrees) and a 

north west – south east inclination (fig 4). Most earthquakes are based on special trends which are actually the 

separating step lime borders of the region geological units. This study does not cover focal depths (earthquakes) 

which are almost 20 kilometers [58].  

 The east – west shear zone in the north was called ''Dezful embayment'' for the very first time based on the 

available surface evidence (fig 4 and 8). It is named Dezful shear zone since this city is located on it. This is a 

left lateral shear zone which is 180 – 190 kilometers long and 45 kilometers wide (fig 1, 4, and 8). Its north 

border is actually the Balarood south border. Traces of changes in folding axis along its north border show it has 

left lateral movements (fig 9). The magnitude of changing trend in axis folds is given in figure 9 and it depends 

on the type of outcrop stones. The south border of Dezful shear zone is actually left lateral and it is colliding 

Izeh shear zone in its east end (fig 5, 8, and 10). Its south border has left traces like changing Karoun river 

direction, left lateral diversion in Gachsaran deposits, fault scrapes, and changing axis fold in Kamestan 

anticline (fig 10 and 11). The consequences of Dezful – Izeh shear zones collision which is actually a mingle of 

north – east elements related to Izeh shear zone and east – west elements related to Dezful shear zone can be 

seen in the spot (fig 1 and 10). Kamestan anticline is the collision spot. Folding in Kamestan anticline has 

moved in a way that we can see refolding in it which is affected by east – west trend of Dezful shear zone (fig 

1). 

 

 
 

Fig. 10: land set map of the collision spot between Izeh shear zone and Dezful introduced as ''Kamestan  

anticline collision spot''. The change in Karoun River flow direction and left lateral deviations are  

among the structural evidence of Dezful shear zone south border (east – west). A transpertion region is  

formed between Izeh and Dezful shear zones due to the existing forces. 

 

 Movements of Dezful strike slip shear zone have affected fractures orientation and magnitude pattern in 

other regional geological units. The structural analysis of fractures clusters in the shear zone reveals that they 

are caused by the shearing system which is a consequence of the left lateral movements of Balarood fault and its 

south border. Some of them which are closer to Izeh – Dezful collision spot have a north – south trend (fig 1). 

GIS studies in the east parts of Dezful reveal several main crack systems along with their multiple subsidiary 

counterparts. As obvious in figure 1, the direction pattern of fractures trend along the Dezful shear zone, 

especially near its east (where it collided Izeh shear zone), has some other trends (like north – south (X) and 

north east – south west (D, R)) in addition to its longitudinal (R') and altitudinal (P) cracks. 
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Fig. 11: The formed scarp in Neogen deposits located in south border of Dezful shear zone. (View angle: N32  

19 10 E48 47 38). 

 

Discussion: 

 Tectonic and Seismotectonic studies of the province faults show that the transformed region is under a 

pressure with north – north east trend (fig 10). This trend is along strike slip faults and is almost parallel. Some 

researchers believe there is no possibility of severe earthquakes related to strike slip faults in Dezful since strike 

slip faults including Balarood lineation cannot be regarded as a strike slip fault. The following facts are of great 

importance. The stresses release is dependent on three factors regarding the tensions agglomeration along these 

faults. The stone type is the first factor that can drastically decrease energy. This type of stones is abundant in 

the region. They belong to Gachsaran formation and they prevent surface fault formation because of their 

formable behavior. The existence of evaporable and formable layers in the region has caused the earthquakes to 

have a short recursion period. Since there is a short interval between the earthquakes, the agglomerated energy is 

not high enough to cause severe earthquakes. Although earthquakes in Zagros have a low to medium intensity, 

they occur more frequently. This phenomenon is due to the existence of evaporable structures. The second 

factor is the recursion of strike slip fault movements which are shorter compared to thrust ones which reduces 

the time of their energy release. Regional excavations are another factor. The north of Khuzestan is rich in oil 

and there are many huge oil fields in the area. Hundreds of oil wells have been drilled to extract this black gold 

and millions of drilling fluid barrels (drilling mud) has been injected to the ground. This is actually what 

happened in Texas, US when nuclear wastes were disposed of near Texas fault. Injecting this amount of drilling 

fluid can facilitate the release of the stored energy. Following the aforementioned factors, severe earthquakes are 

not expected in the region. 

 GIS current vectors reveal Zagros strain  field is towards north – south direction in response to Arabia – 

Eurasia convergence [12, 13]. The convergence towards north reveal right lateral strike slip movements 

occurred throughout Izeh fault (its west border) while left lateral strike slip movements occurred all over the 

south border of Dezful shear zone. Geomorphologic evidence clearly shows what the researcher mentions in 

figure 4. As seen in the figure, there are right lateral movements along Izeh fault and its traces are left in form of 

right lateral fold axis. Several though provoking questions can be posed here as the followings: 

 Why Asmari Mountain is erected as a pop up structure between younger outcrop structures? 

 South east of Andekan (or Andika) has exited from its north west – south east trend and shows a north east 

– south west trend? 

 Why the trends of Karoun River have changed from north – south directions to east – west and north west – 

south east trends? 

 The answer lies in the existence of a left lateral shear zone (Dezful shear zone) along Izeh right lateral shear 

zone (fig 10). In simple words, the existence of Dezful left lateral shear zone enables the researchers to imagine 

a resultant of stress components in the collision spot in form of a transpertion region which in turn forms a pop 

up structure of Asmari Mountains and cause a reverse change of Andakan trend (fig 3 and 10). It is now 

confirmed that basement structures have an important impact on the rivers morphology (fig 10). Linear and 

basement structures with their north – south trend have an important effect on the structures trend on Zagros and 

rivers curves. East – west trends have an important effect on local variations and rivers canal limits. A major 
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proportion of Zagros Rivers follow a north west – south east trend [59]. Karoun River flows in a south east – 

north west direction before reaching this region. As it approaches the west border of Izeh shear zone, this 

structure causes tight curves with north – south trends especially near Kamestan anticline in the river. As the 

river moves away from the west border of Izeh shear zone and positions in the resultant spot of the tension 

forces between the shear zones, its trend changes into a north east – south west one. In the procession and as it 

reaches Dezful shear zone, it changes its flow direction in form of a deflected stream. In other words, as it 

passes through Dezful shear zone and eventually enters Shoushtar outskirts, it exits its direction and flows into 

the south (fig 10). 

 But there are twofold behaviors of the fractures (fig 1) related to these two zones. It is shown in figure 1 

that there are fractures with north – south trends in response to Izeh shear zone and also north east – south west 

ones in response to the maximum pressing stress and resultant of the pressure components which are a 

consequence of Izeh right lateral and Dezful left lateral forces. There is a third direction which is manifested as 

east – west fractures besides these two. These fractures are formed in response to the tensions affected by Dezful 

left lateral shear zone (fig 1). Another noticeable feature is its axis folding. Its axis folding is diverted from 

Zagros standard form with a north west – south east trend and is also experiencing other trends too. Its north 

west – south west trend is in response to north – south movements of Izeh shear zone. There is also a mild east – 

west trend in response to Dezful shear zone. The folding in Kamestan anticline has moved in a way that it seems 

it is experiencing another refolding (fig 10). This turbulence is possibly due to the collision between Dezful and 

Izeh shear zones. Kamestan anticline is the collision spot. 

 The last note in the study is the formed angle () between these two shear zones. As you know, there is an 

angle of less than 90 degrees in brittle and crossing shear zones. Here it is 100 or 110 degrees. It is probably due 

to the fact that the collision was only between the edges of Izeh and Dezful shear zones. In other words, not all 

the forces are included in the collision. That is why the supposed angle degree cannot be seen here. 

 

Results: 

 Following aforementioned discussion, there are some important notes to be considered here. 

 Izeh and Dezful shear zones manifest a brittle behavior based on their location in folded Zagros. Izeh shear 

zone is a right lateral one and its west and east borders are 28 to 30 kilometers wide. Its west border forms Izeh 

fault zone which is located in west Dezful Embayment. The east border of Izeh shear zone forms Seydoun fault 

zone whose style and behavior is akin to its west border. Structural evidence, the change of folding axis along 

these two borders in particular, is one of these characteristics. 

 The new shear zone introduced here as east – west zone is located in north of Dezful embayment. It is 

named after Dezful since it is located in this city. It is a left lateral shear zone which is 180 to 190 kilometers 

long and almost 45 kilometers wide. It seems the north border is aligned with south border of Balarood 

lineation. The change in its folding axis is among the surface structural evidence present in the area. The south 

border of Dezful shear zone has left some traces like diverting the direction of Karoun river flow, creating left 

lateral deviations in Gachsaran deposits, forming a fault scarp and changing the folding axis in Kamestan 

anticline. 

 Izeh and Dezful shear zones have collided in a very small region. Kamestan anticline is the collision spot. 

The consequences of the collision which is actually a mingle of north – south elements belonging to Izeh shear 

zone and east – west elements of Dezful shear zone can be seen in the spot. In other words, the folding in 

Kamestan anticline has moved in a way that refolding phenomenon can be seen in the spot. In simple words, this 

region enjoys many structural complexities regarding the existing movements. Since Izeh shear zone is right 

lateral and Dezful shear zone is left lateral and these two have collided, it can be concluded that the region is 

under transpertion. Asmari anticline has pup up and the trend of Andekan fault has changed because of this. 

 There are fractures and lineation on the ground surface proportionate to the forces imposed by these shear 

zones. In the most part of Izeh shear zone and especially near its north head there are trends (north – south and 

east – west NNW – SSE) in addition to longitudinal (a north west – south east trend) and latitudinal cracks 

(north east – south west trend). In other words, in response to the regional movements north – south (D, R) and 

east – west cracks (X) have been formed in addition to longitudinal (P) and altitudinal (R') cracks. In simple 

words, the existing fractures are formed in response to the maximum shear stress imposed from the south west 

of the region. On the other hand, GIS studies in east of Dezful indicate that several main crack trends are along 

with multiple subsidiary ones. The direction pattern of the cracking trends along Dezful shear zone especially 

close to its east (where two shear zones collided) shows other trends (north – south or (X) and north east – south 

west (D,R)) in addition to longitudinal (R') and altitudinal (P) cracks. It should be noted that the existing cracks 

and lineation in Izeh shear zone has a right lateral movement which is manifested as left lateral behavior in 

Dezful shear zone. 

 There is a formed angle of 100 to 110 degrees. It is possibly due to the fact that only the edges of Izeh and 

Dezful shear zones have collided. In other words the way the collision has occurred does not allow all the 
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tensions to be seen. That is why the angle which is supposed to form here (an angle with less than 90 degrees) is 

not seen here. 
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